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C O D E

O F

S I G N A L S

That the following shall be the official code
of signals for underground work throughout the
region:
-One bell -- hoist.
-One bell -- stop, if in motion.
-Two bells -- lower.
-Three bells -- hoist men, run slow.
-Two slow bells -- lower very slow.
-Three slow bells -- hoist very slow.
-Four bells -- blasting signal. This is a
caution signal, and if the engineer is prepared
to accept it he must acknowledge by raising the
bucket or cage a few feet, then lowering it
again. After accepting this signal an engineer
must be prepared to hoist the men away from the
blast as soon as the signal (one bell) is
given,--and must accept no other signal in the
meantime.
-Six bells -- skip or cage call. To be followed
by the station signal, when the skip or cage is
desired.
-Nine bells -- danger signal. Followed by the
station signal, calls cage to that station.
This signal takes precedence over all others,
except an accepted blast signal.

Lyric: Stop, if in motion

TWO BELLS

A sedimentary rock that burns
A miner’s son asked his mother,
“Why don’t you light the fire?
It’s so cold."
Formed by the decomposition of plant matter
“Because we have no coal.”

ONE BELL

High-grade anthracite
a dense, hard rock
with a jet-black color
and a metallic luster
“Your father is out of work,
and we have no money to buy coal.”
it burns slowly,
with a pale
blue
flame
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TWO SLOW BELLS

Bituminous coal
or soft coal
contains between 69%
and 86% carbon
by weight
“But why is he out of work, Mother?”
It is the most
abundant form of coal.
“Because there’s too much coal.”
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THREE SLOW BELLS

When the huckleberries
were gone
whatever vegetables you raised
you'd do your cannin'
Coal is unique as a source of energy in the United
States
Then, you'd try and get your coal
that's the anthracite
to burn in the winter
None of the 2118 billion pounds used is imported.
Furthermore,
You had a chance to pick it
you'd take the children, you'd take them
down to the slate tanks
the proven reserves are so large
we can continue using coal at this level of
consumption
pick some coal, have them haul it in
for at least 2000 years.

FOUR BELLS

Made the experiment of burning
the common stone-coal of the valley,
in a grate, in a common fireplace in my house
Back to the mills trudged the men,
accepting hours that made them
old, old men at forty
and find it will answer the purposes of fuel
making a clearer and better fire
than burning wood in the common way.
Three hundred thousand workers,
living below the living wage,
ate the bread of bitterness.
Borough of Wilkesbarre,
February 11, 1808
(Signed,) Jesse Fell.

ONE BELL

Senator GOODING.
There is not much left
for a man if you stop him

from speaking, and stop him
from talking, and stop him
from singing.

I say then, if he cannot do that,
certainly there is not much left
for a man to do.

NINE BELLS

And this one man got up this morning,
and he said he is not goin' to work.
THE MINING CALAMITY
Unsuccessful Efforts to Save the Buried Miners.
He said, I dreamt that I got killed.
And he wouldn't go to work.
AID FOR WIDOWS AND
ORPHANS CALLED FOR
Heart-rending Scenes in the Great Crowd About the
Mine.
And you know, they made a joke out of it
they said it's his imagination.
HEROISM OF THE MEN
WORKING AT THE SHAFT
Extent of the Poverty and Suffering Caused by the
Disaster.
No, I'm not goin' to work,
he said.
And he didn't go.

About
This poem explores Western Pennsylvania, past and
present, as a space and culture grounded in fossil fuels-from ancient dead organisms, to historical remnants of 19th
century mining, to current landscape and social
transformations in the era of so-called Clean Coal, Green
Energy, and Fracking for natural gas extraction. Conceived
initially as a digital work, the piece nonetheless takes as
models several modernist books, including W .C. Williams'
Paterson, Charles Reznikoff's Testimony, and Louis
Zukofsky's "A" -- with their various interests in locating
self and language in relation to place, history.
A remembered passage from Zukofsky served as
catalyst when, in tracking down the reference to "striking
coal miners in Penna." from his "A"-1, I learned of the
infamous Rossiter Pennsylvania strike, which transpired in
a nearly forgotten town just up the road from where I now
write. In this sense, the project is also an auto-documentary
or an exercise in self-location, as I try to use the
composition of the poems as a means of reading the muted
texts and landscape into which I have migrated, where coal
extraction continues, powering the digital machines with
which I make my art.
This piece flirts with but largely eschews the
controlling energy of the lyric voice in order to compose
itself as the reader "mines it," using algorithmic rules to
juxtapose original and found texts in dynamic, varying
patterns. The challenge has been in how to "repurpose"
without doing violence to these lost discourses, to
appropriate materials and, in a sense, reanimate them by
placing them in new poetic contexts.
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